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The study theme is interesting, the following weaknesses need to be addressed

**Topic:** The topic must be succinct and clearly align to the main aim of the study, problem and methods.

**Introduction:** must be clearly highlight the current literature debate, that is show whether the is convergency or divergency, what is known and unknow. this shapes and clearly show the contribution of the study to the currently existing body of knowledge. For it to be an academic piece of work there must be literature citations.

**Methods:** the study is said to be qualitative but the is aspects of statistical inferences started, though there are no corresponding quantitative/statistical results provided. Thus, from the given method, it is supposed to be a mixed method study. what is the population size? what id the sample size? are there any strata in the population and sample? which data collection approach was used? is it probabilistic or non-probabilistic approach? for qualitative aspects how was truswothness of responses determined? for statistical inferences, how was valid and reliability tested?

**Results:** where are the statistical inference results and their corresponding analysis?